CONSTRUCTION SEALANT (NOT BY AEP–SPAN)

CONTINUOUS NON–SKINNING BUTYL SEALANT. COVER FASTENER

ENGINEERED FASTENER (NOT BY AEP–SPAN)

3/16" x 7/8" CONTINUOUS BUTYL TAPE

SPECIFIED UNDERLAYMENT (NOT BY AEP–SPAN)

3/16" x 7/8" CONTINUOUS BUTYL TAPE SEALANT

REGLET TRIM

HEAD WALL TRIM

1/8" RIVETS @ 12" O.C.

DESIGN SPAN HP PANEL

ZEE CLOSURE TRIM

AT PANEL RIBS USE NON–SKINNING BUTYL SEALANT

TO FILL ALL GAPS AT ENDS

CONSTRUCTION SEALANT (NOT BY AEP–SPAN)

REGLET TRIM

ENGINEERED FASTENER (NOT BY AEP–SPAN)

4" (RG145)
5" (RG147)
6" (RG149)

NON–SKINNING BUTYL SEALANT

HEAD WALL TRIM

ZEE CLOSURE TRIM (ZC219)

1/8" POP RIVETS @ 12" O.C.

ROOF PANEL

SPECIFIED UNDERLAYMENT (NOT BY AEP–SPAN)

EQUALLY SPACED FASTENERS*

(3) MIN. FOR 12"
(4) MIN. FOR 16", 17" & 18"

NOTE:

* ADDITIONAL FASTENERS MAY BE REQUIRED IN HIGH SNOW LOAD AREAS. SEE APPENDIX.